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Program

Và godendo  Georg Friedrich Händel  (1685-1759)
Bel piacere

*Brittany Powell and Tom Peters*

Wir Wandelten  Johannes Brahms  (1833-1897)
Nicht mehr zu dir zu gehen

*Kevin Fortin and Andrew Mattfeld*

The Monk and His Cat  Samuel Barber  (1910-1981)
The Daisies

*Brittany Powell and Tom Peters*

Automne  Gabriel Fauré  (1845-1924)
Beau Soir  Claude Debussy  (1862-1918)

*Kevin Fortin and Andrew Mattfeld*

**Intermission**

Bright is the Ring of Words  Ralph Vaughan Williams  (1872-1958)
Go, Lovely Rose  Roger Quilter  (1877-1953)

*Kevin Fortin and Andrew Mattfeld*

Si mes vers avaient des ailes  Reynaldo Hahn  (1874-1947)
Chanson d’amour  Gabriel Fauré  (1845-1924)

*Brittany Powell and Tom Peters*

L'Ultima Canzone  Francesco Paolo Tosti  (1846-1916)
Non t'amo più

*Kevin Fortin and Andrew Mattfeld*

"Black Swan" from *The Medium*  Gian Carlo Menotti  (1911-2007)

*Brittany Powell and Tom Peters*

"The Song That Goes Like This" from *Spamalot*  Eric Idle  (b. 1943)

*Kevin Fortin, Brittany Powell and Andrew Mattfeld*

Brittany Powell is from the studio of Patrice Pastore. Kevin Fortin is from the studio of Jennifer Kay.